A family {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J is said to be a g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , if there are two positive constants 0 < C ≤ D < ∞ such that
The numbers C and D are called g-frame bounds. We call { j } j∈J a -tight g-frame if C = D = , and a Parseval g-frame if C = D = 1. The sequence { j } j∈J is called a g-Bessel sequence with bound D if only the right hand inequality of (1) is satisfied.
Let {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J be a g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , then the g-frame operator S for { j } j∈J is defined by It is easily seen that S is positive, self-adjoint and invertible. Denote j = j S −1 for each j ∈ J, then a simple calculation shows that { j } j∈J remains a g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , which we call the canonical dual g-frame of { j } j∈J . For any K ⊂ J, we let K c = J\K, and define the adjointable operators Balan et al. (2007) discovered a remarkable inequality for Parseval frames in Hilbert spaces when working on efficient algorithms for signal reconstruction. Later on, Găvruţa (2006) extended it to general frames. The results of Găvruţa (2006) were applied recently in quantum information theory, see Jivulescu and Găvruţa (2015) . Moreover, Poria Poria (2016) generalized those inequalities to the case of Hilbert-Schmidt frames, which possess a more general form. On the other hand, the authors of Xiao and Zeng (2010) have already extended the inequalities for Parseval frames and general frames to g-frames in Hilbert C * -modules:
A (H, K j )} j∈J be a g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , and { j } j∈J be the canonical dual g-frame of { j } j∈J , then for any K ⊂ J and any f ∈ H , we have Theorem 2 Let {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J be a Parseval g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , then for any K ⊂ J and any f ∈ H, we have Xiang SpringerPlus (2016 ) 5:1025 Theorem 3 Let {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J be a g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J with canonical dual g-frame { j } j∈J . Then for any K ⊂ J and any f ∈ H, we have Theorem 4 Let {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J be a Parseval g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J . Then for any K ⊂ J and any f ∈ H, we have Inspired by the idea of Poria (2016) , in this paper we present two types of double inequalities for g-frames in Hilbert C * -modules where the scalars ∈ [0, 1] and ∈ [ 
The main results and their proofs
To derive our main results, we need the following simple result for operators. It should be remarked that the fist part of this result is a generalization of Proposition 3.4 in Poria (2016) . Although the proof is based on modification of the proof in Poria (2016), we include the proof for the sake of completeness. 
(10)
We also have
This along with (12) leads to (10). We next prove that (11) holds. Since U and V are positive operators and UV = VU, we obtain Then, for any ∈ [ 1 2 , 1] and any f ∈ H we get it follows that
The second inequality in (11) can be proved similarly.
Theorem 6 Let {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J be a g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , and { j } be the canonical dual g-frame of { j } j∈J , then for any ∈ [0, 1], for all K ⊂ J and all f ∈ H, we have Proof Denote by S the g-frame operator of { j } j∈J , then S K + S K c = S and, S 
j∈J
(15) Xiang SpringerPlus (2016) (16)
If {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J is a Parseval g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , then its g-frame operator S is equal to Id H . For any K ⊂ J and any f ∈ H, we have Similarly, we have Hence, Theorem 6 leads to a direct consequence as follows.
Corollary 7
Let {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J be a Parseval g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J , then for any ∈ [0, 1], for all K ⊂ J and all f ∈ H, we have Remark 8 If we take = 1 2 in Theorem 6 and Corollary 7, then we can obtain the inequalities in Theorems 1 and 2.
Theorem 9 Let {� j ∈ End * A (H, K j )} j∈J be a g-frame for H with respect to {K j } j∈J with canonical dual g-frame { j } j∈J . Then for any ∈ [ 1 2 , 1], for all K ⊂ J and all f ∈ H , we have Proof Let S be the g-frame operator of { j } j∈J . As mentioned before,
(24) (4 − 2 2 − 1)
Remark 11 The inequalities in Theorems 3 and 4 can be obtained when taking = 1 2 in Theorem 9 and Corollary 10.
Conclusions
In this work, we present several double inequalities with flexible scalars for g-frames in Hilbert C * -modules and show that they are more general and cover some existing results.
